Cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) for human and autonomous self-driving aims to achieve active safe driving that avoids vehicle accidents or traffic jam by exchanging the road traffic information (e.g., traffic flow, traffic density, velocity variation, etc.) among neighbor vehicles. However, in CACC, the butterfly effect is encountered while exhibiting asynchronous brakes that easily lead to backward shock-waves and are difficult to remove. Several critical issues should be addressed in CACC, including (i) difficulties with adaptive steering of the inter-vehicle distances among neighbor vehicles and the vehicle speed, (ii) the butterfly effect, (iii) unstable vehicle traffic flow, etc. To address the above issues in CACC, this paper proposes the mobile edge computing-based vehicular cloud of the cooperative adaptive driving (CAD) approach to avoid shock-waves efficiently in platoon driving. Numerical results demonstrate that the CAD approach outperforms the compared techniques in the number of shock-waves, average vehicle velocity, average travel time and time to collision (TTC). Additionally, the adaptive platoon length is determined according to the traffic information gathered from the global and local clouds.
Introduction
This section first briefly describes cooperative active safe driving (Burke and Williams, 2012) for achieving active safe driving, and then depicts adaptive cruise control (ACC) and cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC). Furthermore, we classify the critical issues into two types, and the related studies are listed below.
1.1.
Active safe driving. The work of Burke and Williams (2012) , extended from ITS (2018), adopts VANET using wireless networking: IEEE 802.11p explicit and implicit dangers. However, they suffer from sudden braking and unstable driving. The asynchronous braking and the stop-and-go results of the preceding vehicles easily yield a significant impact on the driving speed of the succeeding vehicles. The phenomenon is called the butterfly effect (Lorenz, 1963) and transfers a backward shockwave on the behind vehicle flow and may cause danger. In distributed assistant driving control (e.g., CACC), several critical issues should be addressed to achieve safely active safe driving, including (i) a stable safe time headway, (ii) a stable car-following distance or a stable inter-vehicle distance, (iii) the minimum and maximum driving speeds of different-class of roads, etc. The related works on assistant driving control can be classified into two types: (i) cooperative warning and maneuvering (Mitropoulos et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Taleb et al., 2010; Milanés et al., 2011a; 2011b) , and (ii) traffic flow stability and shockwave analysis (Asadi and Vahidi, 2011; Geroliminis and Skabardonis, 2011; Schakel et al., 2010; Wilmink et al., 2007; Somda and Cormerais, 2011) . Furthermore, recently, the mobile edge computing (MEC) mechanism (Gomes et al., 2017; Dinh et al., 2017; Satria et al., 2017) has been specified to minimize the transmission delay by moving the computing-intensive and data-intensive virtual machine instances of the global cloud to the local site that is near the users. Extensively, the MEC mechanism can be combined and cooperated with the vehicular cloud.
1.2.
Critical issues, motivations, and objectives. From related works on cooperative driving control, several critical issues occur in CACC for active safe driving. The problems below need be addressed effectively before achieving an efficient cooperative control for active safe driving.
1. Regarding CACC, several works neglect the transmission delay of each wireless link on the packet routing path, affecting the accuracy of shockwave analysis (Mitropoulos et al., 2010; Wilmink et al., 2007) .
2. The butterfly effect yielding backward shockwaves and an unstable vehicle traffic flow are difficult to be addressed in a fully distributed VANET (Milanés et al., 2011b; Geroliminis and Skabardonis, 2011; Wilmink et al., 2007) .
3. Most works only concern the average vehicle velocity, rather than some key parameters: traffic flow, traffic density, velocity variation (Taleb et al., 2010; Milanés et al., 2011a; Schakel et al., 2010; Somda and Cormerais, 2011) .
This paper aims to propose a platoon-based cooperative approach, extended from the work of Hwang et al. (2017) , which consists of three phases, to analyze and detect driving backward shockwaves, to avoid unstable driving, and to increase driving safety and time-to-collision (TTC). The significant contributions include:
1. minimizing the backward shockwaves and the butterfly effects problem in active safe driving, 2. adopting an adaptive platoon synchronization domain to dynamically determine the velocity and the platoon length, 3. increasing the driving stability and minimizing the waste of gasoline, 4. achieving active safety driving efficiently, 5. increasing road utilization, etc.
Note that in platoon-based CACC the platoon length is defined as the maximum length of a vehicle group, i.e., the distance from the first vehicle member to the last one.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. The network model is defined in Section 2. Section 3 details the proposed cooperative adaptive driving (CAD) approach. Numerical results of simulations are provided in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
Network model
A vehicular network is defined as a directed graph G = (V, E) that consists of a set of mobile vehicles V and a set of wireless links E, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 . Some vehicles equipped with the cooperative adaptive driving (CAD) system are denoted as V CAD j (or V j ), where j represents the vehicle index, i.e., the light grey vehicles that install the CAD system and a wireless network and offer various types of sensors to sense vehicle traffic or environmental objects (including all types of vehicles). Conversely, some vehicles not equipped with CAD are denoted as V Cooperative adaptive driving for platooning autonomous self driving . . .
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that can be sensed by V CAD but cannot communicate with any vehicles because of the lack of the wireless interface.
By using wireless communications, two types of clouds are formed: the global cloud (GC) and the vehicular cloud (VC) (Abuelela and Olariu, 2010; Mousannif et al., 2011) . CAD vehicles can receive global traffic information from the GC and the real-time-based local traffic information from the VC managed by the platoon. The managed traffic information consists of spatial and time localities-based information, such as the platoon identifier (PID), vehicle ID, geographical location, velocity, the limited speed of roads, etc.
In 
Proposed CAD approach
This section details the proposed approach of cooperative adaptive driving (CAD) that consists of three phases.
Phase 1: Cooperative vehicle platooning (CVP).
For minimizing the butterfly effect and shockwaves, CAD proposes an adaptive management for cooperative vehicle platooning (CVP) driving as the key element for realizing CAD, extended from the work of Chang et al. (2017) . Figure 2 3.1.1. Platoon leader (PL) determination. In CAD, for minimizing the computing and transmission delay, the mobile edge computing (MEC) mechanism (Gomes et al., 2017; Dinh et al., 2017; Satria et al., 2017 ) is adopted to move the computing-intensive and data-intensive virtual machine instances of the global cloud to the local site that is closer to vehicles. Furthermore, the MEC mechanism is combined and cooperates with the vehicular cloud (namely VC or MEC-VC) to achieve real-time computing, to minimize transmission delay, and to allocate/re-direct the optimal VM instances of diverse applications to the platoon. Thus, in CAD, the first vehicle forming a platoon or the vehicle with the least MAC address will be selected as the platoon leader (PL) when the platoon is initialized. The PL manages the entire platoon synchronization and maintains the platoon traffic information of each platoon member in a local vehicle cloud (VC) table, as shown in Fig. 2 and detailed below.
First, the PL manages the platoon members when some of them join/leave the platoon. Second, by using a local vehicle cloud, PL maintains the sensed/received traffic information gathered from the shared broadcast messages sent by PMs. Note that the sharing messages with a timestamp are forwarded within a limited hop count, i.e., the synchronization platoon length L p s (t), determined by Phase 3. Third, the PL determines the platoon velocity and synchronous length, and then broadcasts the up-to-date control message to all PMs periodically or on demand.
Thus, the PMs can synchronously adjust their velocity at the next synchronization time τ
For timely keeping and updating the local real-time traffic information in the local MEC-VC, the cooperation as a service (CaaS) cloud computing mechanism is proposed herein and managed by the PL, as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . The local VC keeps the dynamic driving state of each PM, including (i) platoon ID, (ii) vehicle ID, (iii) GPS location, (iv) vehicle velocity, (v) the highest velocity in history, (vi) limited speed, (vii) physical inter-distance, (viii) logical inter-distance, (ix) timestamp, (x) message ID, etc. Additionally, a global cloud (GC) is adopted for all vehicles of V CAD located on different areas/roads sharing the traffic information, and thus the GC provides the global traffic and road information for every vehicle of V CAD .
The main different functions of the GC and VC are compared below. The GC is a global-based cloud computing service that provides the global traffic/road information as completely as possible, but the global information may not be updated frequently. Conversely, the VC is local-based cloud computing service that provides the local traffic/road information as fast as possible, but the local information may exclude the global one. Thus, by using the hybrid cloud computing services of the MEC-VC and GC, the proposed cooperative platoon approach can offer both the completely global information and the real-time local information.
Furthermore, the PL determines the platoon velocity and synchronous length according to the traffic information. All PMs of the same platoon drive based on the received information. Note that the platoon length and velocity are determined adaptively. As a result, CAD obviously minimizes asynchronous brakes and avoids driving backward shockwaves.
Platoon member (PM) determination.
In a platoon, a PM periodically sends beacon with its driving states to neighbors, and thus the PL can finally gather the driving information of all PMs within the platoon. The gathered driving information includes (i) vehicle ID, (ii) geographical location, (iii) current velocity, (iv) highest velocity in history, (v) physical inter-distance, and (vi) receive time (timestamp). Furthermore, the PM adjusts the velocity and synchronization time after receiving the indication message sent from the PL.
Several platoon manage mechanisms are depicted as follows. First, when the current PL leaves the platoon, the PM located in the first one will be selected as the new PL because the PL of a platoon needs to lead the entire platoon moving forward. Second, when a vehicle with CAD moves alone, i.e., with no neighbors around it, it initializes the PL selection procedure to select itself as the PL. Third, when two adjacent platoons move as closely as possible, the succeeding one will be merged into the preceding one.
The consecutive steps of Phase 1 (CVP) are demonstrated as Algorithm 1. 
Phase 2: Shockwave-avoidance driving (SAD).
In Phase 1, the platoon is initialized and managed well. For avoiding shockwaves occurring in the cooperative platoon-based driving, this section details SAD, which consists of two sub-phases: (i) maximum and minimum platoon velocities and (ii) dynamic safe car-following distance.
3.2.1.
Phase 2-1: Maximum and minimum platoon velocities. In Phase 2 (SAD), the main objective is to control the platoon moving stably safely. Two important factors affect the platoon stability: (i) a dynamic platoon velocity for all PMs of the platoon and (ii) a dynamic platoon length for message synchronization. The determination of these dynamic factors for a platoon is depicted in Phase 2-1 below.
In Fig. 3 , in the case of non-platoon driving, a successive vehicle is affected by the preceding vehicle. Similarly, in the case of platoon driving, a succeeding platoon (p s ) is affected by the preceding platoon (p p ). Clearly, the shockwaves occurring between two platoons result from the inter-platoon operation.
Thus, for cooperative platoon driving, we first determine the traffic flow, traffic density and average vehicle velocity of two adjacent platoons based on traffic flow theory (Kuhne and Michalopoulos, 1997; Helbing, 2001) . The traffic flow is formulated as
where k(t) is the traffic density at time t and v(t) is the average velocity at time t. The traffic density k(t) can be defined as k(t) = N (t)/L(t), where N (t) is the total number of vehicles on a road segment or within a platoon and L(t) is the length of a road segment or the platoon length at time t. The speed of a shockwave can be determined by (Kuhne and Michalopoulos, 1997; Helbing, 2001 )
where the traffic flow of the successor and precedence platoons (q p s (t) and q p p (t)) can be obtained by Eqn.
(1).
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. Clearly, to avoid a shockwave, the speed of a shockwave should not be a negative value, i.e., W
The maximum platoon velocity (v max p s (t)) at time t of the succeeding platoon (p s ) can be derived from Eqn. (3),
Additionally, for increasing the driving efficiently, the minimum platoon velocity needs to be determined according to the local driving information and the history information, 
(t).
That is, 
where β represents the response time andẋ V 
where g represents the gravitational acceleration, i.e., 9.8 m/s 2 , and μ(t) represents the coefficient of friction between the tire and road surface at time t (MOTC, 2018 
(t)).
The objective of the determination of the synchronous message distance, d
Sync V p,PL j (t), is for the successor platoon to control the platoon velocity synchronously stably. Thus, the shockwave occurring before will not affect the driving of the succeeding platoons. The transmission delay of the emergency message becomes important in CAD.
In CAD, a PL can detect a shockwave by two methods. First, the PL actively detects a shockwave resulting from the sudden braking of the preceding vehicle. Second, a preceding platoon or vehicle detects that there is a shockwave with a backward propagation speed (succeeding propagation), W V p p−s (t), and then the preceding platoon sends an emergency message with the traffic flow and the traffic density of the precedence, q p p (t) and k p p (t), to notify the succeeding platoon leader. Then, by using the traffic analysis in Eqn. (2), we can obtain the shockwave moves from the preceding platoon to the succeeding platoon with the speed of W V p p−s (t). Thus, the affected range of the shockwave at time t, denoted by W R p p−s (t), can be determined by the shockwave speed, W V p p−s (t), and the time headway, which is the elapsed time between the time one vehicle finishes passing a fixed observation point and the instant the next vehicle starts to pass that point
In Eqn. (9) After obtaining the shockwave affection range, the time required for the emergency message transmission from the vehicle detecting the shockwave to the succeeding platoon can be computed by the hop-to-hop transmission delay (D h2h ), First, for D access , we assume that CAD VANET adopts IEEE 802.11p with the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access as the wireless interface. EDCA uses CSMA/CA as the channel contention access mechanism. We assume that a packet before successful transmission exhibits an average number of contentions (including the first transmission and the number of re-transmissions), as denoted by γ avg . In a contention, the contention delay consists of the AIFS period and the backoff-time. As a result, the access delay D access can be formulated by (IEEE, 2005) 
where Random() denotes the randomly waiting delay and
c is the average collision probability while γ max is the maximum retry limit. Moreover, AIFSN uses two slots. Note that one slot time is 16μs in IEEE 802.11p (Özturk and Misić, 2011) .
Second, for D trans , it can be determined by D trans. = 1/T rate x , where l means the packet lengths in bits and T rate x means the wireless transmission rate.
Finally, the PL of the succeeding platoon moves the distance required for the transmission of a synchronous message from the preceding vehicle or platoon by
Note that, in the analysis, the average collision probability, p avg c , is randomly determined. That is, the access delay and the transmission delay have been considered, and the connectivity of packet transmission is analysed. Clearly, the hop-to-hop transmission delay is not a fixed robust one.
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In Fig. 5 , the idea of APS is to synchronize the velocity change of each PM within platoon p. Three key factors: (i) determining the dynamic platoon length according to the hop delay, (ii) computing the next synchronization time, and (iii) synchronizing the platoon velocity, should be solved for achieving APS successfully.
First, the message transmission time is limited according to the driving time for the PL V p,PL j with a
where L p (t + 1) means the platoon length at time t and (D access + D trans ) denotes one hop delay. As a result, the platoon length L p (t + 1), is described as
Second, after obtaining the platoon length, the synchronization for the next time for PMs of platoon p, denoted by τ
where T curr is the current time when the platoon control message is sent. Note that the synchronization information sent by the platoon leader includes: (i) the platoon ID, (ii) the PL ID and position, (iii) synchronization time τ
, and (iv) limited speed
. Note that the synchronization length should be shorter than the shockwave affection range. Consequently, the adaptive platoon velocity for V j at the next synchronization time, τ
where Δt represents the time interval of synchronization. The algorithm of Phase 2 (SAD) is demonstrated as Algorithm 2. //Upload Platoon driving to GC ATC computing mechanism, each platoon and vehicle equipped with the system can accurately receive the TTC, and then the dynamic controls the platoon velocity to achieve safe driving by minimizing driving threats. In the macroscopic view point, the road/traffic/platoon information gathered from the vehicular cloud, MEC and the global cloud is adopted as the input parameter for threaten analysis. In Phase 3, the adaptive time to collision of all directly adjacent platoons and vehicles is analyzed according to the sensed/gathered information received from the cloud/MEC. Assume that the target vehicle i is on road r, and then the average velocity ẋ r i , location (or point) and travel time (t r i ) of vehicle i can be determined below. The average velocity of vehicle i on road r can be determined byẋ
where μ r is the maximum safe speed of road r and ρ r is the traffic density (0 ≤ ρ r ≤ 1). A higher traffic density leads to a slower average speed, and vice versa. The travel r i,j , x r i,j or t r i,j ) is high or low. The risk cost is defined according to the product of the probability normal density value and non-threat probability. For the case of the relative distance, we define the situation
), and both occur according to normal distributions. Thus, the risk cost (c
where
From the threat classification, one of the important factors is the time to collision (TTC). It specifies that the Cooperative adaptive driving for platooning autonomous self driving . . . target vehicle will be hit on by the threat vehicle i+1 when the TTC expires, if the target vehicle does not employ any threat avoidance mechanism. The TTC can be adopted as the final escape time for the target vehicle i. It can be determined by the Newton laws of motion. Before that, we need to determine the relative acceleration a i,i+1 by
=0 //After collision, the final relative velocity is 0.
Since these two vehicles move continuously along their moving paths (i.e., their trajectories) on the same lane, the TTC can be determined as
is the final velocity. 
Numerical results
In this section, the proposed CAD approach is evaluated by comparing it with several important techniques: (26) integrated full-range speed assistance (IRSA) (Wilmink et al., 2007) , intelligent driver model (IDM) (Treiber et al., 2000) , and human driving (HUMAN). IRSA models the driving behavior extended from CACC and determines the driving velocity according to the average velocity of three preceding vehicles. The IDM models the driving behavior extended from ACC and considers the 1.5 second time headway. In the HUMAN driving model, we consider some parameters: (i) delayed response time, (ii) random response time (12 seconds) for determining the car-following distance, etc., to simulate driving behaviors by (MicroSim, 2018) .
The evaluated network model is a two-lane one-kilometer-long road, in which the average vehicle length is set to 6 meters and the minimum distance of the standstill vehicle is set to 3 meters. In the traffic model, the incoming vehicles initiated at the start-end point are generated by the Poisson distribution with arrival rate (Thompson, 2001) , and the inter-vehicle distance is formulated by the IDM with the continuous function (Treiber et al., 2000) . The vehicle mobility model is generated by the normal distribution with the average velocity and variance (Tacq, 2010) , where the average velocity of evaluations is generated between 80 and 110 km/h. Figures 8(a) -(c) demonstrate the velocity joint position trajectory results affected by shockwaves among all compared approaches (CAD, ISRA, and HUMAN), in which the sudden braking events happen at the 60th second. In Fig. 8(a) , in the case of HUMAN, the suddenly braking results in all vehicles decreasing their velocities during the time interval from 60 to 125 [s] . Moreover, the event leads to the butterfly effect that decreases the velocity of all affected vehicles to 0 km/h during the time interval from 125 to 180 [s]. In Fig. 8(b) , in the case of IRSA, a vehicle refers to the velocities of (at most) three adjacent leading vehicles. The following vehicles can thus decrease their velocity priorly. The velocities of all vehicles are all above 14 km/h. However, without cooperation, the velocities of the following vehicles change inconsistently, which results in unstable driving. In Fig. 8(c) , CAD adopts the cooperative platoon-based control. The velocities of the following vehicles change consistently, even though it exhibits a suddenly braking at t = 60 [s] and only affects a consistent velocity decreasing during the time interval from 60 to 70 [s] . Then, the following vehicles restore the velocities up to 70 km/h. That is, CAD can effectively avoid the butterfly effects resulting from a suddenly braking.
Figures 9(a)-(b) show the 3D of the velocity joint position trajectory results of ISRA and CAD, in which the sudden braking events happen at every interval of 60 [s] . In Fig. 9(a) , ISRA yields obvious velocity changes while exhibiting sudden brakes. IRSA suffers from asynchronous changes of the velocities of neighbor vehicles, and then significantly decreases the velocity while exhibiting shockwaves.
In Fig. 9(b) , CAD outperforms ISRA in the avoidance of butterflies, so the 3D trajectory of CAD is changed smoothly. The reason is the platoon-based CAD adaptively determines the platoon velocity and the safe distance for platoon synchronization. Figure 10 compares the number of shockwaves under different traffic loads ranging from 1 to 5 Erlangs. CAD yields no shockwaves, but HUMAN yields the highest number of shockwaves. Furthermore, IRSA yields a fewer number of shockwaves than IDM. Moreover, the number of shockwaves of all compared approaches (except CAD) increases as the traffic load increases. Figure 11 compares the average vehicle velocities of all compared approaches under different traffic loads ranging from 1 to 5 Erlangs. The velocities of all approaches decrease as the traffic load increases. CAD yields a higher velocity, but HUAMN and IDM yield a lower one. The reason is that CAD exhibits a stable velocity by using cooperative platoon-based driving, so the vehicles synchronously change their velocities. However, HUMAN and IDM lack the cooperative CACC mechanism; the vehicle velocity is changed inconsistently and results in unstable velocity and a lower average velocity. Figure 12 demonstrates the TTCs of simulation and analysis of the proposed CAD approach under a vehicle Cooperative adaptive driving for platooning autonomous self driving . . . velocity of 60 km/h. The TTCs of simulation and analysis are very close, which can justify the correctness of the analytical model. Moreover, the TTCs of both simulation and analysis decrease as the evaluation time increases. The reason is the number of vehicles on roads increases, and then decreases the inter-vehicle (or platoon) distance and reduces TTC.
Conclusions and future works
The intelligent transportation system aims to achieve actively safe driving, lower travel times, stable vehicle velocities, etc. Without using cooperative-based active safe driving, the above-mentioned objectives are difficult to fulfill. However, the cooperative active safe driving mechanism suffers from sudden braking, which easily leads to butterfly effects and brings several challenges:
shockwaves, unstable driving, unsafe driving, long travel times, etc. Therefore, this paper proposed the mobile edge computing-based CAD approach to minimize butterfly effects and shockwaves, and then achieve active safe driving.
The main contributions of CAD include (i) adaptive determining of the platoon velocity according to the traffic information, (ii) determining the safe distance for platoon synchronization, (iii) adaptive determining of the platoon length, (iv) avoiding butterfly effects and shockwaves, etc. Numerical results demonstrate that the CAD outperforms the compared approaches in the number of shockwaves and average velocity. In addition, CAD is able to determine the adaptive platoon length according to traffic information gathered from the global and local clouds. Many aspects of analyzing cooperative adaptive platoon driving require a further study. For instance, we are currently extending our model to analyze butterfly effects and shockwaves of dynamic traffic involved in ITS networks cooperating with 5G, MEC, and Cloud.
